Welcome
Greetings! It is my pleasure to welcome you all this
evening to celebrate our 4th Annual TEDx Conference at
Goodenough College in London. We're glad that you are
able to join us and hope that this event is able to inspire
you to share ideas and most importantly to put those
ideas to work.
I would like to extend my sincerest gratitude and
appreciation to this year TEDx committee. This event has
been the result of their effort, dedication, and energy,
and without them it would never have been possible.
This year’s theme “Connections” celebrates the spirit on
which Goodenough College was founded: bringing
together people of diverse interests and expertises from
all over the world to come together under a unique
appreciation for human advancement. Tonight you will
have the opportunity to meet members from all over the
world, share and discuss ideas, and build relationships
that could lead to unexpected collaboration.

Our talented speakers from within and outside
Goodenough College will be exploring a vast range of
topics within the action of linking one person, thing, or
idea, with another. You will be taken on a journey of
discovery across human relationships, and history and
discover how even the most unlikely things share a
meaningful connection. Tonight we connect not only
with each other but also with those watching on the
livestream, to explore the different types of connections.
We look forward to spending this evening with you in
what we promise to be a most stimulating and enjoyable
event!

It is my great pleasure to welcome you to this, the fourth
annual TEDx event at Goodenough College.
When the notion of holding a TED event at the College
was first mooted some five years ago, a number of
people were heard to ask not merely `How, Where and
When?’,
but
also
`What?’.
Now
however,
TEDxGoodenough is a key date in the College’s calendar
and one we all look forward to with great
anticipation. This year’s event is, as ever, the result of a
student-led initiative from initial concept to the final
streaming of the evening around the world. I pay tribute
to the hard work, tireless dedication and inspiration of
the organising team moulded and guided by Ben
Suarez.

I hope you enjoy this very special evening.

TED’s overarching theme of ` Ideas worth spreading’ can
surely have not found a more appropriate venue than
Goodenough College. Our College members come from
100 countries and are studying medicine, law, politics as
well as music, literature and the arts –and
everything around and between. Sharing their ideas,
experiences, hopes and ambitions is what they do on a
daily basis. For the past four years, our members have
successfully organised from scratch truly memorable
TEDx events, bringing together some of the world’s
greatest thinkers and speakers. Whether you are able to
watch this event `live’ here in Mecklenburgh Square, in
`real time’ as it is being streamed simultaneously around
the world, or are able to access it later via the
Goodenough or TED websites I hope you enjoy all you
see and hear – and are inspired to share your own ideas
with others.

The Team

Programme
17:30 to
18:00

Pre-show Performance
Michael Poll and Garret Turner
18:00 to Session 1
Benjamin Suarez-Jimenez
19:00
Welcome to TEDxGoodenough College 2014
Masters of Ceremony: Joanna Baron and Javier Elkin
Marisa Peer
How to avoid rejection and get connection
Sherry Turkle
Connected, but alone?
Alice Holmberg
Meet the producers
Matthew Godwin
The bond of brothers and a return to meaningful connections
19:00 to Break
19:30
Performance Pandemonium Drummers
19:30 to
20:30

Session 2
Jill Bolte Taylor
My stroke of insight
Nick Werle
Preparing for disasters is not a game of chance
Emma Whipday
Community, poverty and the tragedy of merry: why the past
matters

20:30 to Break
21:00
Performance Srdjan Bulat and Kristina Arakelyan
21:00 to
22:00

Session 3
Brené Brown
The power of vulnerability
Evan Kassof
The composition of the cosmos
Peter Worley
Plato not playdoh
David Trumble
Making sense, one small story at a time

Sponsors

Marisa Peer
With nearly three decades of work as a therapist behind her – helping
rock stars, royalty, Olympians, and leading CEOs overcome phobias,
addiction, childhood traumas, and relationship problems – Marisa has an
unparalleled ability to connect with each of her audience members on
an individual level. Marisa’s own life story is direct proof of what serves
as her main message: that the thoughts and words we choose have a
direct impact on how our lives play out. After being told in school she
was physically inept and would never amount to anything, Marisa went
on to become the top trainer at the renowned Pineapple Dance Studio
in both London and New York and then worked for Jane Fonda in Los
Angeles at the height of the fitness craze. Using her firm belief that the
body does precisely what the mind tells it to, Marisa had her daughter
Phaedra after numerous specialists insisted she would never get
pregnant. She also used this very same philosophy to overcome two life
-threatening illnesses and has helped many people do the same. She
was listed in Tatler’s Guide to Britain’s 250 Best Practitioners, included in
Men’s Health’s “Best of British” list, and listed as the leading practitioner
for mental health in London’s Time Out Guide. Her bestselling books
have been translated into Swedish, German, Icelandic, and Korean, with
her “Ultimate Confidence” title being used as a core curriculum
component in the Korean education system.

Alice Holmberg
To design is to vividly experience what doesn’t exist yet, says Alice. As a
designer and entrepreneur, she has rich scope for doing so. She is one of
these big picture people who can’t just leave it alone. She co-established
an entirely new university institute because the understanding of design
needed a paradigm shift, was analysing post-colonial national identity
building and its personal expression out of crude curiosity. She has been
playing a key part in building up a London based charity, because local
people’s creativity deserve a voice in change happening around them
and you will find her advising start-ups simply because the world misses
out without them. Her enthusiasm for storytelling and crafts shines
through all of her undertakings, but nowhere more than in her own
newly founded venture, Pride & Produce, which connects rural artisans
and makers worldwide to the experience economy. Born and bred in
Denmark, she has lived the better part of the last decades in Germany,
Bangladesh, Greece and the UK, where she is currently based. Alice has
been awarded membership of the German National Academic
Foundation and is a fellow of the RSA.

Matthew Godwin
Matt is a PhD candidate in Public Policy at University College London
and the School of Oriental and African Studies. He holds degrees from
the University of Toronto School of Public Policy and Governance and
Dalhousie University in Nova Scotia, Canada. Matt has been variously
employed as a public servant, lobbyist and political staffer. Beginning as
an undergraduate member of the Sigma Chi fraternity, for more than a
decade Matt has been involved in fraternal associations in North
America and the United Kingdom.

Nick Werle
Nick moved to Goodenough College from Brooklyn, New York, where he
investigated bank fraud and other white collar crimes in the Major
Economic Crimes Bureau at the Manhattan District Attorney's Office. As
a Marshall Scholar, Nick is spending two years in London, reading first
for an MSc in economic policy at University College London and then
for an MSc in risk and finance at The London School of Economics and
Political Science. He completed his undergraduate studies in physics
and modern critical philosophy at Brown University in the USA. When
he can get away, Nick enjoys long distance backpacking and cooking.

Emma Whipday
Emma Whipday is an AHRC-funded PhD candidate at University
College London, researching violent homes in Shakespeare’s tragedies,
the genre of domestic tragedy and early modern popular culture. She
has published on the representation of neighbourhood in news
pamphlets in the essay collection News in Early Modern Europe, and has
spoken at conferences in the UK and the USA. Emma recently directed
a production of ‘The Tragedy of Thomas Merry’ using early modern
rehearsal methods.

Freyja Cox Jensen
Freyja Cox Jensen is Lecturer in Early Modern History at the University
of Exeter. She has published on various aspects of sixteenth and
seventeenth century intellectual, social, and cultural history, and is now
working on several projects engaging with reading, writing, publishing,
and performance in the period. She read Ancient and Modern History
at Christ Church, Oxford, from 2002-2005, before going on to
complete an MSt and DPhil there. After a year spent as a Stipendiary
Lecturer at Merton College, Oxford, she returned to Christ Church in
2010 to take up a Junior Research Fellowship, before commencing her
post at Exeter in 2012.

Evan Kassof
Evan Kassof is a composer of contemporary music based in London.
Originally from south Florida, he studied physics and music composition
at the University of Florida, worked in the Cryogenic Dark Matter Search
collaboration, and is now finishing a Master in Music composition from
the Royal Academy of Music, London. Since moving to London, he has
worked to incorporate his love and knowledge of physics into a musical
language that is artistically robust. His recent projects include a brass
septet; a trio for horn, violin, and piano; three percussion duets; a large
orchestral work; a site-specific work in Tenerife; and an opera. Beyond
composition for its own sake, Evan is interested in using his music to
explore new ways of experiencing and learning about art and the
universe. Ultimately, he hopes that his music serves as a means to
understand not only the physical universe, but to also understand our
complex relationship with the world around us.

Peter Worley
Peter is a philosopher, author and educator. He is co-founder and CEO
of the award winning educational charity The Philosophy
Foundation and President of SOPHIA, the European Foundation for the
Advancement of Doing Philosophy with Children. He is the author of
five books, all practical guides to doing philosophy in the classroom.
Peter developed the method of Philosophical Enquiry that is at the heart
of The Philosophy Foundation’s work, as captured in his first book The If
Machine: Philosophical Enquiry in the Classroom. His second and third
books, The If Odyssey and The Philosophy Shop were both shortlisted
for Educational Book of the Year 2013, and The Philosophy Shop won
this prize, as well as Best Anthology Prize 2012, and Best Philosophy
Book 2012. In 2014 his fifth book Once Upon an If: The Storythinking
Handbook was released and shortlisted for Educational Book of the
Year. Peter is resident philosopher at 4 state primary schools in
Lewisham, visiting philosopher at Wellington College and Eagle House
School, and has been a visiting lecturer at St Mary’s College, London. He
has delivered training for philosophy departments across the UK,
including Edinburgh, Warwick, Oxford Brookes and Birmingham
Universities.

David Trumble
Twenty-eight year old David Trumble is an international award-winning
cartoonist, author and illustrator, who rose to critical acclaim at the age
of 21 as the youngest political cartoonist to work at the Sun Newspaper,
one of the largest newspapers in the world with a daily readership of
eight million. Trumble currently works as both an illustrator and author,
having sold nearly a million children’s books. In addition, he writes and
draws thought-provoking cartoons for the Huffington Post, which have
garnered millions of views, and have been featured internationally
through media outlets that include The Today Show, Upworthy, NBS’s
iVillage, The Christian Science Monitor, Jezebel, The Boston Globe and
The Sunday Times in the UK. Described as a “mega-watt talent” and a
“consummate professional” by publishers, Trumble’s recent illustrations
for a Simon & Schuster book soared to the number one spot on
Amazon’s “Movers & Shakers” list.

Srdjan Bulat
Srdjan Bulat, born in Split, Croatia, started playing guitar at the age of
eight. In 2010 he graduated Summa cum laude from the Music
Academy in Zagreb where he studied with Prof. Darko Petrinjak,
member of the Zagreb Guitar Trio and one of world’s foremost guitar
pedagogues. He received two Rector’s awards and a Dean’s award.
During his career Srdjan has won prizes in almost all of the most
prestigious international guitar competitions, including third and second
prizes in ‘Michele Pittaluga’ in Alessandria, second prizes in ‘Alhambra’,
Valencia and ‘Gredos San Diego’, Madrid and first prizes in ‘Fernando
Sor’, Rome and ‘Julian Arcas’ in Almeria. In September 2011 Srdjan won
the first prize and a special prize for the best interpretation of works by
Tarrega in the ‘Francisco Tarrega’ competition in Benicassim, Spain, one
of the most important international competitions for classical guitarists,
for which he was given an opportunity to record his first CD officially
released in September 2012 by the prestigious music label Naxos.
Srdjan has won three of the most important national competitions for
young musicians: ‘Ferdo Livadic’, ‘Ivo Vuljevic’ and ‘Darko Lukic’ as the
only guitarist to do so, since these are competitions open to all
instrumentalists and singers. He is currently a postgraduate student at
the Royal Academy of Music in London where he studies with Prof.
Michael Lewin, as the winner of ABRSM fees scholarship.

Kristina Arakelyan
Kristina Arakelyan was born in 1994. In 2006, she was granted a
scholarship to study at the Purcell School of Music as a joint first study
pianist and composer, and in 2012 commenced her studies as a
composer at the Royal Academy of Music supported with a scholarship
by Raffy Manoukian. Kristina won first prize in the BBC Proms Inspire
Young Composers’ competition, resulting in broadcasts on BBC Radio 3
performed by the BBC Singers(2011). In July 2011, she was
commissioned by Music for Youth to write a choral piece for Canzonetta
girls’ choir which was performed at the Schools’ Prom in the Royal Albert
Hall.Kristina’s other awards include Overall Cup winner of EPTA
composition competition (2009), the David Cox prize (2012), first prize
in the Shakespeare 4000+ Orchestra of the Swan competition (2014).
As a pianist she was one of the winners in a competition resulting in a
joint recital in Wigmore Hall. Her compositions have been performed in
venues including Wigmore Hall, Vatroslav Lisinsky Hall (Croatia), Real
Conservatorio Superior de Música Madrid, St. Martin-in-the-Fields and
the Southbank Centre.

Michael Poll
Called “bewitching” by 34th Street Magazine, and “splendidly clean and
focused, but always lyrical…superb!” by Jay Reise, President of Orchestra
2001, classical guitarist Michael Poll is committed to developing the role
of classical music in contemporary society by expanding the place of the
guitar in the world. He has performed across the Americas and Europe,
in such notable venues as the Wigmore Hall in London and the National
Theatre of Panama. Since leading the 2003 premier of Cuatro Microsonoridades by Emiliano Pardo-Tristán with his brother Edward Poll at the
keyboard, Michael has worked to expand the guitar’s repertoire through
collaboration, at present with composers William Dougherty, Jeremy
Jennings, Andrew McPherson, and Elizabeth Ogonek. Michael’s own
works Hatikvar and Preludes were premiered in 2012 as a part of
the String Spring festival in Dresden, Germany. A Fulbright and Marshall
Scholar, Michael holds a Bachelor of Arts degree in music summa cum
laude from the University of Pennsylvania, and has completed coursework at the Curtis Institute of Music in conducting with Virginia Allen and
in solfège with Eric Sessler. In 2012 he was granted the Graduate Performance Diploma from the Academy of Music in Poznan, and is currently
working on a Masters degree with Robert Brightmore at the Guildhall
School of Music & Drama. His teachers have included Frederic Hand,
Lukasz Kuropaczewski, Emiliano Pardo-Tristán, Benjamin Verdery, and
Piotr Zaleski.

Garrett Turner
A proud native of Florence, Alabama, Garrett Turner graduated from
Emory University in 2011 with a B.A. in Music and Creative Writing.
Garrett wears many hats, including actor, singer, dancer, poet,
playwright and academician. Attending Emory on full academic
scholarship, Garrett was very active on campus. He sang in the
University Chorus, Concert Choir and AHANA A Cappella—a
multicultural, R&B a cappella group which he directed his final year. He
danced in a hip-hop dance crew and choreographed routines for his
singing groups. He studied abroad at Oxford University where he took
courses in theatre. He also wrote spoken word poetry and performed at
open mics across Atlanta. During his final year, Garrett had two original
plays produced in Atlanta—one at Spelman College and one at Emory.
Upon graduating, Garrett was awarded the Bobby Jones Scholarship and
moved across the pond to the University of St Andrews where he took
classes in theatre, played basketball and traveled across Europe. Garrett
is currently living and studying in London on a Marshall Scholarship. For
his first year of the scholarship, he underwent an M.A. in Theatre and
Performance at Queen Mary, University of London. He is currently
pursuing an M.A. in Music Theatre at the Royal Central School of Speech
and Drama.

Pandemonium
Drummers
The Pandemonium Drummers are the Volunteer Drummers from the
London 2012 Olympic Opening Ceremony. A few minutes after the Bell
rang, almost 1,000 drummers entered the field of play to support a
dramatic soundtrack to the Pandemonium segment that saw one of the
biggest live stage set changes in history, all within the space of 15
minutes. The scene ended with the five Olympic Rings on fire, cast from
the iron and steel by the industrial workers. All drummers on the field of
play and on the Tor (the hill at the northern end of the Olympic
Stadium) were volunteer performers with varying degrees of drumming
experience. Some are professional drummers, but most had only little
or no contact with drums before the Olympic Ceremony rehearsals. In
our performances, we bring back the Olympic spirit to audiences with
our drumming and dancing.
Performers: Stephan Hale, Mary Impey, Jackie Shirley, Sandy Chui
Diogo Melo de Carvalho and Victoria Baldwin

Silvia Alba
Silvia was born in Bogota, Colombia and moved to London at the age of
14. She graduated from Goldsmiths University in 2011 and since then,
has pursued a very diverse career in Design working for various
distinguished organizations and designers including Advertising agency
Deutsch Inc (in New York), Wallpaper* magazine and visual artist Rob
Ryan. She has also been invited to participate in various exhibitions
including a one week experimental residency at tooting market where
she delivered various talks about her projectDirty money which explores
the relationship between british people and the £5 banknote. She has
also exhibited at the “Brush” exhibition at Concrete space gallery in
November 2012 and the “Love and war” exhibition at Hoxton Arches in
April 2013. More recently, Silvia has been working as an in-house
graphic artist for the Accelerated Solutions Environment (ASE) at
Capgemini, where she utilises the art of graphic recording, orscribing, to
help clients visualise and work through their complex problems in
innovative ways. Some of the clients she has worked with include the
NHS, Siemens, and the World Cities network.

